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PROPER POSTERIORS FROM IMPROPER PRIORS FOR AN
UNIDENTIFIED ERRORS-IN-VARIABLES MODEL
BY TIMOTHY ERICKSON1
The problem consideredis inference in a simple errors-in-variables
model where
consistentestimationis impossiblewithoutintroducingadditionalexactpriorinformation.
The probabilisticpriorinformationrequiredfor Bayesiananalysisis found to be surprisingly light: despite the model'slack of identificationa properposterioris guaranteedfor
any bounded prior density,includingthose representingimproperpriors.This result is
illustratedwith the improperuniformprior, which implies marginalposteriordensities
obtainableby integratingthe likelihoodfunction;surprisingly,the posteriormode for the
regressionslope is the usualleast squaresestimate.
KEYwoRDs:Errors-in-variables,
Bayesian inference, identification,improperpriors,
properposteriors,finitelyadditiveprobabilities,coherence.

1. INTRODUCTION

here is that of estimating 9 in the relationship
THE PROBLEM
CONSIDERED
(1)

1i= Y+ oxi

(i =1, 2,... ,n)

where qi and Xi are not observeddirectlybut are insteadmeasuredwith errorby
observablevariablesy1 and xi accordingto
Xi = Ili + Ui,

where ui and ei denote measurementerrors. This task is made difficult by
uncertaintyover the two-dimensionalcontributionof the errorsto the observed
scatter of (xi, yi) pairs; under many reasonableassumptionsabout the unobserved quantities one cannot rule out the possibility that most, or all, of the
observed scatter is due to measurementerror. A convenient frameworkfor
analysis that preservesthe essential features of this problem is obtained by
assuming that (xi, ui, Ei) is distributedidenticallyand independentlynormally
for all i, with
E(xi,

ui, ei)

=

0, 0)
("xx

(2)

V(Xi,Ui,,)
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This model differsfromthe traditionalone by permittingcorrelationbetweenthe
economicdata.
errors,a phenomenonoften characterizing
1I am gratefulto EdwardE. Leamer,threereferees,and the co-editorfor manyvaluablecomments
on earlierversionsof this paper.David K. Levine,ArnoldZellner,Dale Poirier,and membersof the
33rdNBER-NSF Seminaron BayesianInferencein Econometricsalso providedhelpfulremarks.
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It is well known that this model is not identified.2Consistentestimationof 0
thus requires exact prior information about one or more functions of the
structuralparameters,or the specificationof additionalrelationshipsbetween Xi
and other variablessuch that instrumentalvariabletype estimatorsexist. There
are, of course,manysituationswheresuch detailedinformationis unavailable.In
principle the nonidentifyingprobabilisticinformationrequiredfor a Bayesian
analysis is always available,yet this approach is hamperedby the cost of
assessing a prior representativeof the researcher'sbeliefs, and the difficultyof
reportingresultsto readerswho may find the assessedpriorof little interest.
Bayesiansoften addresstheseproblemsby adoptingnonintegrablepriordensities, which have the advantagethat the assessorneed not asserta preferredvalue
for the parametervector. Nonintegrabledensities can representeither infinite
measures that are countablyadditive or, in a subtle manner,finitely additive
probability measuresassigningzero probabilityto all compact subsets of the
parameterspace. In either case such densities are said to representimproper
probabilitydistributions.Distributionsgiven by integrabledensitiesare said to
be proper.
A proper posterior cannot always be derived via Bayes' theorem from an
improper prior, but when this occurs the result is taken to be a meaningful
inference.This procedurecan be justifiedin two ways when improperpriorsare
viewed as countably additive. The first way is to regard the posterior as an
approximationto the posteriorthat would resultfrom a more carefullyassessed
proper representationof prior beliefs. The second, motivatedby Jeffreys'view
that infinite measuresformallyrepresentextremeuncertainty,is to rigorously
derive this procedurein a formulationof countablyadditiveprobabilitytheory
that admits both finite and infinitemeasures;Hartigan(1983) is an example.If
instead the improperprioris finitelyadditivethen, as shownby Regazzini(1987),
the procedurecan be justifiedby the principleof coherence,which means that
there are no inconsistenciesbetweenthe prior,data, and posteriordistributions
that might expose the inferrerto surelosses. Interestingly,the coherenceprinciple
also permits improperposteriors,which may be useful since they can possess
sharp probabilitieson issues such as parametersign. Algorithmsfor obtaining
such posteriors must await further development of finitely additive theory,
however;in particular,it has not been showngenerallythat a coherentposterior
is given by the abbreviatedform of Bayes'theoremthat states that a posterior
density is proportionalto the productof a likelihoodand a priordensity.
In Section 2 it is shownthat if n > 7 then a properposterioris guaranteedfor
any improperpriorhavinga boundeddensity.This is establishedby showingthat
the likelihood function, despite achievingits maximumon a set that is un2 The model is identifiedif
Xi is assumednonnormal(Reiersol,1950). Despite this featurethe
normalmodel has receivedattentionbecauseof its tractabilityand the presumablylargenumberof
instancesin which Xi may be sensiblyassumednear-normal.Bayesiananalysesof the normalmodel
where a,ue= 0 includeWright(1968)and Lindleyand El-Sayyad(1968).Nonnormaldistributionsfor
X, are analyzedby Zellner(1971,pp. 130-132) and Florens,Mouchart,and Richard(1974).
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bounded with respect to 0, is integrable.Section 3 examines the inferences
implied by an improperuniformprior.The marginalposteriordensity for 0 is
then simplythe integratedlikelihoodfunction,whichis shownto have a marginal
mode equal to the slope estimatefrom the least squaresregressionof y on x.
This inferenceis, surprisingly,invariantto normalization:a uniformprioron the
parametersimplied by replacing(1) with Xi = Y*+ 0*,qi gives a posteriorfor
0* = 0-1 that is takenby the appropriatetransformation
into the posteriorfor 0
obtained from the original normalization.Section 4 shows how nonintegrable
densitiesrepresentimproperfinitelyadditivepriors,and confirmsthat using such
priors to draw inferencesabout the model in this paper satisfies de Finetti's
coherencecriterion.
The proofs of all propositionsand lemmasare given in the Appendix.
2. THE INTEGRABILITYOF THE LIKELIHOODFUNCTION

The assumptionsof Section 1 imply that the observablesyi and xi are i.i.d.
normalwith moments
m =

(3)

+uu

vyy= 02axx + a
+
x
VXX=(Xx
vyx

OXX

Xy.
U?

The likelihood function for the five reducedform parameterson the left hand
side is

(4)

L(zjm, V) a Vjn/2exp(

-

Y(m-zi)TWV-(m - zi)}

where m = (my, mx)T, V is the covariance matrix with elements ( vy

,v

zi = (yi, xi)T, and Z = (zl,..., Zn). The likelihoodfor the seven structuralparameters is found by substituting into (4) from (3), and shall be denoted
L(z 0, ax, 'I), where 'I denotesthe structuralparametersin (3) otherthan 0 and
axx. Bayes' theoremgives
(S)

f (0 axx *I z) ac L(z I

, axx *) f (', axx,t

(0, axx, *) E- Q

where f(0, oxx, I) and f(0, axx, I'z) denote prior and posterior densities respec-

tively, and the structuralparameterspace Q is the set of vectors such that the
covariancematrix(2) is nonnegativedefinite.
If the integral of L(z I0,axx, I) over 2 is finite, then all bounded nonintegrablepriordensitiesmap into properposteriors.Proposition1 below gives some
weak conditions sufficientfor the integrabilityof L(z 10,axx,P). The proof of
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Proposition 1 makes use of the following lemma:
LEMMA 1: For fixed (m, V) with V positive definite, the set A(V) of pairs
(0, axx) such that (2) is positive definite is given by the inequalities - oo < 9 < oo
and

(6)

? < C'XX< r^2+vy(d_

)

where
Vy2X
vyy . x

vyy

v-

VX
,82 = Uyy xxxx
VY

vxx

The set A(V) is graphed as the shaded region in Figure 1. This figure
represents the set of pairs (9, axx) for which there exist positive definite measurement error covariance matrices such that (3) yields a given V. The importance of
A( V) is that conditional on the. reduced form (mi, V) it is the support for any
distribution on (9, ixx). Note that A(V) is unbounded with respect to 9. For
comparison the well known "errors-in-variablesbound" derived by Gini (1921)
for the uncorrelated errors model is depicted in Figure 1 as the projection onto
the 0-axis of the intersection of A(V) and the hyperbola given by setting aue= 0
in (3).
Denote by (z, S) the maximum likelihood estimate of (m, V) from (4); it is
well known that this estimate is

(7)

1 n

Z- =-,

ZS

1 n

=S_=-

(Zi

_

-)(Zi-

-)T.-

For V= S each point in A(V) can be associated with values for 'I so that
'3xx

.

/

CF -

0yx -

sXX-

0

VT
~~~~~~~~1

Vyi
FIGUREi 1. -The

set A(V) of pairs (0, a,,) determined by inequality (6).
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L(z 16, xx, L')is maximized,establishingthat the likelihoodmode is unbounded
with respect to 6. Despite this featurethe likelihoodfunctionwill be integrable
for most data sets:
PROPOSITION1: If n > 7 and S is positive definite then
< oo.

0 < J0L(z 6, xx, 4i)

The informationabout 6 containedin the structurallikelihoodfunctionis of
an "indirect"nature,and requiressome explanation.Apply the transformation
(6, oxx, ") - (, axx, m, V), shown in the Appendix to have a Jacobian identically equal to one, to both sides of (5) to obtain
(8)

f (6 axx, m, VIz)

=

cL(zIm, V)f (6, xx, m, V)

where c denotes the normalizingconstant.By constructionthis transformation
restoresthe likelihoodfactor to its originalform (4) and confinesthe remaining
structuralparameters6 and axx to the transformedpriordensity.Becauseof the
unit Jacobian of the transformation,a bounded prior density in (5) implies a
bounded prior densityin (8). This in turnimpliesan integrableconditionalprior
density f(6, axxIm, V): this follows from the fact that fixing V constrains6 and
"xx to the set A(V), and that A(V) has finite area,which can be seen by noting
that the upperendpointof inequality(6) is proportionalto a Cauchydensitywith
location /8 and scale 8. Equation(8) can thereforebe written
f (6, oxx, m, VIz) = cL(zIm, V)f (m, V)f(6,

axxIm, V),

where
f (m, V)

(6, axx m, V)d(6,

= f

axx).

A(V)

When f(6, oxx ) is integrablethen f(m, V) is the integrabledensity of a
proper marginalprior for (m, V); otherwisef(m, V) is nonintegrable.In either
case the posteriorfactorsas
f (,

axx, m, Viz) =f (m, VIz)f(6, axxlm, V),

which permitsthe marginalposteriorfor 6 to be representedas
(9)

f(6iz)

=xxD( fI(V)

(

S

, VJ)daxx) f
mm

(m Vlz) d (m, V)

where D = ((m, V): V is positive definite}, and Ae(V) is the cross section of

A(V) at 6, i.e., the inequality(6).
The integral in bracketsis the conditional prior density f(6 Im,V). When
identificationis absent, therefore,data-inspiredrevision of opinion about 6 is
indirect, relying on an a priori dependencebetween 6 and the reduced form
parameters(m, V) that is expressedthroughthe density f(6lm, V); posterior
form
beliefs about 6 are then a "weightedaverage"of conditional-on-reduced
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prior beliefs, the weights suppliedby the reduced form posterior.Although a
prior for the structuralparametersneed not express any prior dependence
between 9 and the other structuralparameters,a dependencebetween 9 and
(m, V) is induced by the transformation (9, ax, 'I)

-+

(, axx, m, V); this is so

even if f(9, oxx,4') is constant on 2, because the dependence is partially
transmittedvia A(V). Note that (9) implies that the limiting posterior for 9
obtainedby letting n - oo will not concentrateits mass at a singlepoint; in fact,
it can be shown that with probabilityone the distributionfunctionfor 9-given-z
convergesuniformlyto the distributionfunctionfor 0-given-(m,V), with m and
V at theirtrue values.It wouldbe very troublingif the posteriordid concentrate,
since there can be no consistentestimatorsof the unidentified9.
Kadane (1974), generalizinga result Dreze obtained for simultaneousequations models, shows that a properposteriorin any unidentifiedmodel with a
reduced form will imply marginalposterior representationsanalogous to (9).
Posterior propriety thus requiresof prior densities on a structuralparameter
space that they generate an integrable conditional density analogous to
f( 9, axxIm,V). Structuralspace prior densities that meet this requirementtypically have a productrepresentationwhereinone factor is an integrabledensity.
For example, in a simultaneousequationsmodel that fails to meet the order
condition for identificationit is necessaryfor posteriorproprietythat the structural prior density have as a factor an integrabledensity for a subset of the
parameters(Dreze and Richard(1983, p. 538)). It is apparentlyunusualfor the
likelihood functions of interestingunidentifiedmodels to be integrable and
thereforeanalyzableby priordensitiesnot havingintegrablefactors,such as the
uniformdensity.The presentpaperprovidesan example,and so does Hill (1967),
who demonstrateslikelihoodintegrabilityfor a generalizationof the one-way
analysisof variancemodel.
3. THE POSTERIOR FOR 0 IMPLIED BY A UNIFORM PRIOR DENSITY

This section examinesthe inferencesimpliedby a uniformpriordensityon Q.
The posteriordensity is then simply the normalizedlikelihoodfunction,which
has been shown to have a modal set that is unbounded with respect to 9.
Nevertheless, it will be shown that the marginalposterior density for 9 is
symmetricabout a unique mode at the slope estimate from the least squares
regressionof y on x, a resultthat is invariantto renormalizing(1) so that Xi is
the left hand variable.
Letting S denote an elementof S, the samplecounterpartsto 8 and /B are
= s,given by s2 =
xx and / = syx/sxx where
yxxx. The posterior for 9 impliedby the uniformprioris characterizedby the followingresultas
a mixture of conditionalprior distributionsthat depend on the reduced form
only via the quantities8 and /3:
PROPOSITION

(10)

f(91z)

2: If n > 7, S is positive definite, and f(9,
-00

ff(9113#,)f(/3,81z) dad/3,

0

xx'I) ca1, then
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where
'7T-13

(11)

f (Oll3, ) = ,2 + (o

(12)

f (/, 31z)
28
k

-

l)2 S

k3 (n-7)
2+

(A
(8A 2 + 8 2 +

(/

B-8))

)2)(l

5)

I)r(n-

rr(n56)r(nr 2 ) t2) )

An implicationof (12) is that f(/3 S, z) is symmetricabout a uniquemode at
/3. Note also that f(Oj3l, 8) is symmetricabout a unique mode at /3. In the

Appendix these facts are used to prove the following:
3: If n >7, S is positive definite, and f(8, axx,')
f(O Iz) is symmetric about a unique mode at /3.
PROPOSITION

C

1, then

For thisparticularprior, therefore,posteriorlocationis the same as when X is
measuredwithout error.Thereis no conflictbetweenthis resultand the "downmodel because the latter
ward bias" so often noted for the errors-in-variables
=
0.
result stems from assumingau,
Although a uniformpriordensitydoes not imply a posteriorlocationdifferent
from the perfect measurementcase, it does imply a substantiallyexpanded
posteriordispersion,which can be appreciatedby examiningthe posteriorc.d.f.
Integrating(10) overintervalsof the form(- oo, a] yields the mixturerepresentation
(13)

P(9 < alz)=Jj P(P a)f(,< alp,

lz)d3d/,

where P(9 < aj/, 8) is the Cauchyc.d.f.
a-,B\
11
lI.
(14)
P(9<aI/,38)=-?-arctan

2

IT

As n increases,the mixingdensityf(,B, 3 Iz) concentratesaroundthe consistent
estimate (/3,3), suggestingthat for sufficientlylarge n the c.d.f. (13) can be
closely approximatedby (14) evaluatedat (/3, 8) = (/3, 3). (Therelevantnotion of
asymptotic convergenceis that noted at the end of the previous section.)
Remarkably,the n requiredfor an excellentapproximationappearsquite small:
for a variety of hypotheticaldata sets implied by different(n, /3,8), with n as
small as 8, the probabilitiesobtainedby numericallyintegrating(13) are essentially identicalto the probabilitiesobtainedby setting(/3, 8) = (/3, 8) in (14); any
differences are attributableto the error inherent in numericalintegration.In
practice,therefore,the posteriorfor 0 may be assumedCauchywith location /3
and scale 3.
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Typical magnitudesfor 8 can be envisionedby noting the followingidentities:
(15)

^2=sY

(-2

sxx

(16)

3=

n-2s.e.(e3),

where r denotes the samplecorrelationbetweenx and y, and s.e.(1B)denotesthe
standarderrorfor the estimate/3. Expression(16) impliesan inferentialprecision
that for typical values of n will be substantiallyless than that for the perfect
measurementmodel. For example,since the upper .025 cutoff of the standard
Cauchyis 12.706, the posterior.95 probabilityintervalfor 9 centeredat /3 has a
length in excess of 25 n -2 standarderrors.Data sets that map a uniformprior
density into posteriorsconcentratedin a usefully short intervalthereforeyield
very sharp inferenceson the assumptionof perfectmeasurement.The converse,
however, is not true: expressions(15) and (16) make it clear that data sets
implying very sharp inferencesfor the perfect measurementmodel need not
imply much concentrationin the posteriorfor the measurementerrormodel. In
particular,inferencesbased on assumedperfectmeasurementmay not be robust
to admitted measurementerrorif the data is characterizedby large n, low r2,
and/or large syylsxx. Note that a readerskepticalof an assumptionof perfect
measurementin a reportedstudycan use (16) to discountthe claimedinferential
precision; this discount is more or less meaningfuldependingon whetherthe
correlatederror-uniformprior density combinationis a more or less acceptable
representationof the reader'sbeliefs.
Inferences about one-sided intervalscan still be usefully precise even with
relativelylarge posteriordispersion.As an exampleconsiderthe sign probability
P(O > OIz) = 1- P(9 < 0z)

-

-

-

arctan

(-A).
I
Multiplyingboth the numeratorand denominatorof the ratio in parenthesesby

2

V;Syls-xx yields an expression depending only on the correlation r:

11

P(O > ?Iz)~ 2--arctan

r

r2)

1

1

= - +-arcsin(r).

Table I gives this probabilityfor a varietyof r values.We see that an r2 as low
as .25 implies a 2/3 probabilitythat 9 is positive, an r2 of .5 raises this
probabilityto 3/4, and an r2 of .75 gives a probabilityof about .83.
A uniform prior density appears to introducelittle informationabout any of
the structuralparameters,suggestingit may be useful for expressingextreme
underwhich this apparent
uncertainty.Thereare two interestingtransformations
uncertaintypersists.The first is the renormalizationof (1) so that Xi is the left
hand side variable.The modelbecomes
(17)

Xi = Y7 + 0*ali,
Yi= 'i + ui,
Xi = Xi + Ei-
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TABLE I
P(O > 01Z) IMPLIEDBY THEUNIFORMPRIOR.GIVEN BY THEASYMTOTIC APPROXIMATION
P(> 0' ?z) = 1/2 + fV-1 arcsin(r),
WHERE r IS THE SAMPLE CORRELATION BETWEEN X AND y.
r

r2

.05
.15

.0025
.0225

.516
.548

.25
.35

.0625
.1225

.580
.614

.45
.55
.65
.75
.85
.95

.2025
.3025
.4225
.5625
.7225
.9025

.649
.685
.725
.770
.823
.899

P(0>01z)

The symmetrybetweenthe originalformulationand (17) makesit desirablethat
a uniform prior density on Q be consistent with a uniform density over the
analogousparameterspace Q* impliedby (17). If this is not so then unintended
informationis being injectedinto the analysisof the relationshipbetween'qand
X, in the sense that assigninga uniformpriordensityto Q* ratherthan Q would
imply a posteriorfor 9* that could not be takenby the transformation9 = 1/9*
into the distribution for 9 given by (10)-(12). The equivalenceof uniform
densities over Q and Q* can be established by showing that the Jacobian
an, , and a,,
determinant of the transformation equals 1. To do so, note that
are common to both spaces,so that the relevantpart of the mappingis
9* = 1/9,

y* = -y/9,

=
Yj Y + Ox,

An =

2axx

The associatedJacobianmatrixis lower triangular,so

(69* (a~y*
\(a,t"(a jn
x a xx
( 69 )a

a( 0*9*y
*,9 %"_")
d( 0 7,

Xuxx)
=

(I i)(i

(0)(02)

=

1

establishingthe desiredequivalence.A consequenceof this resultis that thereis a
mixture representationfor f(* Iz) analogousto (10), with a conditionalprior
density for 9* that is Cauchy with location /8*= vyxlvyy and scale 8*
= /vxx.ylvyy
. Note that the location of f(9* Iz) is not the reciprocal of that for
this
is
because of the non-constantderivativeof the transformation,
f(9lz):
Id */d9d

=

1/

2.

The second transformationof interest is that made for drawinginferences
about the angle the line 7 = -y+ OXmakeswith respectto the X coordinateaxis.

(See Figure 2.) This angle will be denoted a, and is given by a

=

arctan(9). In

the special case V axI the data should not, asymptotically,favor any particular
value for a because the contourmap of f(yi, xiIm, V) is a family of concentric
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/

/

~~~=

t+

oX

~~~~~~~mx

FIGURE2.-The angle the relationship between X and 1 makes with respect to the horizontal.
Depicted also is a contour from the distribution for yi and xi when the measurement errors are
uncorrelated and have equal variance.

circles; any preferencea posteriorhas for certainvalues of a must be inherited
from the prior. A uniformpriordensity,however,strengthensits "noninformative" status by generatinga posteriorfor a that asymptoticallyis uniformover
the set of possible values.This can be seen by substitutingthe inversefunction
0= tan(a) into (11) and multiplyingthe result by IdO/dal = sec2(a) I +
tan2(a), yielding
+
(a))
f (a113,3) = ir-18(l tan2
(18)
82 + (tan (a) 13 )2'
If V caI, then 8 = 0 and 8 = 1, and (18) simplifiesto the uniform density on
(- 7/2, 1r/2).Note that in this specialcase both f(@I,/,8) and f(9*j,8*, 8*) will
be Cauchydensitieswith locationzero and scale one. In the Appendixit is shown
that for generalV the density(18) has a supremumand infimumat the anglesof,
respectively,the majorand minor axes of the contourellipses of f(yi, xiIm, V).
4. COHERENCE AND FINITELY ADDITIVE IMPROPER PRIORS

Various difficultiesappear to accompany the use of improperpriors. For
example, under weak conditionsBayes decision rules will alwaysbe admissible
with proper priors, but they may not be admissible with improper priors.
Similarly, the so-called marginalizationparadoxes can afflict only improper
priors. Such anomaliescast doubt on the desirabilityof using improperpriors.
For most Bayesiansa "desirable"inferentialprocedureis one that is coherent,
which means that the beliefs of the inferrerabout hypothesesand observables
satisfy a normative descriptionof rational behavior under uncertainty;such
beliefs "cohere" with each other, i.e., they are not mutually contradictory.
Numerousdescriptionsof rationalbehaviorunderuncertaintyhavebeen devised,
a particularlyinfluential one being that of de Finetti (1937). According to
de Finetti an individual'sbeliefs are coherentif, should the individualbe forced
to make a finite numberof bets in accordancewith thesebeliefs,thereis no set of
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bets such that the individualwill lose money regardlessof the outcome.In this
scheme the probabilityof an event is operationallydefined to be the price at
which the (coherent)individualwill buy or sell gamblespaying one monetary
unit should this event occur;conditionalprobabilitiesare definedto be the prices
of gamblesthat are calledoff if the conditioningevent does not occur.Probabilities so definedare finitely,but not necessarilycountably,additive;i.e., the infinite
series sum of the probabilitiesassignedto the elementsof a countablyinfinite
partition of a set B need not equal the probabilityassigned to B. For such
partitionsconditionalexpectationsmay be nonconglomerable,
which means they
satisfy
E(+) < infE(4l7i) or E(+)> supE(4I7i),
i

i

where 7ridenotes an elementof the infinite partitions7, and p is any function
defined on B. Since 0 may be a loss function it is clear that inadmissible
decisionsmay be consistentwith coherentbeliefs;put differently,the admissibility criterioncannot be justifiedin termsof the morefundamentalrequirementof
coherency.Marginalizationparadoxesare also manifestationsof nonconglomerability, and are in fact generatedby assumingincorrectlythat mathematical
operationsvalid for properdistributionsare also valid for improperdistributions.
For furtherdiscussionsee Kadane,et al. (1986), Hill (1986), and the references
therein.
For unboundedcontinuousspaces a properfinitelyadditiveprobabilitymeasure can be representedin the usualmannerby an integrabledensity,althoughif
the measure is not also countably additive the notion of integral must be
consistentwith finite additivity;e.g., the Reimannintegral.An improperfinitely
additive probabilitymeasurecan be representedas the limit of a sequenceof
countably additiveprobabilitymeasuresobtainedby restrictinga nonintegrable
density to an increasingsequenceof subsetswhoseunion is the outcomespace.In
particular,for the model of this paperan improperfinitelyadditiveprior T on ?2
can be representedby a nonintegrabledensityf(9, (xx, I) accordingto
(19)

Tr(B) =im

Be a(S2),

,x)

nfo

(0fixx,

*)

where a(Q) is a a-algebraof subsetsof Q2,{ ?2,n}C a(?2) is a sequencesuch that
2nT 2 and the denominatorin (19) is finite,and ao(S) c a(S2)is the set of events
for which the limit exists.If f(6, axx, I) is boundedthen it sufficesfor the terms
of {Qn} to be compactsets; an exampleis the intersectionbetween 2 and the
sequenceof R7-spheresof diametern. Note that by choice of sequencea single
density can representmany differentpriors, including those that assign sharp
probabilitiesto desiredunboundedB. Note also that every compact B will be
assignedprobabilityzero, the distinguishingcharacteristicof an improperprior.
It must be emphasizedthat "improper"distributionsare true probabilitydistributions in the finitelyadditiveframework.
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Regazzini(op. cit., p. 856) gives conditionsensuringthat Bayes'theoremwill
yield a proper posteriorthat, togetherwith a given family of data distributions
and improperprior,constitutesde Finetti-coherentprices for gambleson events
from Q and the sample space Z. Specializedto the model of this paper these
conditions are simply that the nonintegrabledensityf(O, axx,4) used in (5) be
related to the researcher'sprior T accordingto (19), and that the resulting
posteriordensity be integrableover Q for all z E Z. If Z is restrictedto samples
whereS is positivedefinite,then theseconditionsare satisfiedif the conditionsof
Proposition 1 hold and the researcher'sbeliefs are described by bounded
f(' axx,I) with suitably chosen {Q}. Theorem 1.4 of Regazzini (op. cit.,
p. 849) ensures that the resultingprobabilityassignmentsagree with coherent
assignmentsdefined on the unrestrictedZ that includes semi-definiteS. Note
that because the posterioris properit is representedby the posteriordensityin
the usual way; in particular,it is completelyinsensitiveto variationswithin the
class of priors obtainedby combiningdiffering{ Q } with a fixed prior density.
5. CONCLUSION

Progressin numericalmethods,especiallyMonte Carlo techniques,and growing computer availabilityand speed are steadily increasingthe range of prior
distributionsthat can be economicallyemployed.Nevertheless,this increasing
flexibility in prior input is, and is likely to remain, insufficient to induce
researchersto exploitpersonallyand/or publiclycrediblepriorinformationif, in
order to ensure the existence of a proper posterior,they are forced to assert
additionalprior informationthat is not credible.It has been demonstratedthat
no such requirementexists for the simplemodel presented,in the sense that the
model need not be identified nor must the prior density for the structural
parametershave an integrablefactor. This result is a reminderthat no such
requirementexists in general,and raises the interestingquestion of what other
econometricmodels have similarlyunrestrictedclassesof potentialpriors.
Department of Economics, Boston College, ChestnutHill, MA 02167, U.S.A.
ManuscriptreceivedJanuary, 1987; final revisionreceivedFebruary,1989.

APPENDIX
a. PROOFOF LEMMA1: Augmenting (3) with the identities 9 = 9 and axx=
transformation (9, a',)
m, V). Solving for the inverse mapping gives
(0,
xx,
9=9'
=
,
a

-y=
(20)

a

mv

,-mx,

YX MX,
luuu

Vill,-92xx'

IUE VX.-"x
19, =vI'

-ox

xx yields the
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The last threeequationsin (20) implythat (2) is positivedefiniteif and only if:
> 0,

(21)

?xx

(22)

vxx -xx

(23)

(v

> 0,
X2

)(v

o)-

)2 >

-

Performingthe multiplicationsindicatedand collectingtermsinaxx lets us write(23) as
v VX
v
-vv2
V6,v
P1' VXX

-(V

i XX yyy2-2vyxO + Vyy?XX

x

Dividingby vxxand using the identityv

(24)
(24)

> ?0

= 82+

2 yields the equivalentinequality

82 + (o _ ,8)2] XX
a > 0.
vvVPX8?(pI

Positive definite V implies 82 > 0, SO that the expressionin squarebracketsis positive for all 9.
Inequality(24) can then be rearrangedand combinedwith (21) to give (6). To see that (22) is
nonbindingnote thatat 9 =,8 the righthandside of (6) achievesits maximumvalueof v.x/82 -xx
so exceptfor the tangencyat this point the upperboundon axx is everywhereless thanthe boundary
Q.E.D.
of (22).
1: Recall that Q = ((6, ?xx I): V(X,, ui, ei) is n.n.d.}. Let g0 =
b. PROOFOF PROPOSITION
,*): V(X,,u,e,) is p.d.}, and note that because Q - (20 has Lebesguemeasurezero the
f((6,
a x) over Q0 is equalto that over Q2.It thus sufficesto prove
integrai of L(z

IXX,

(25)

0<

6 ?x, I) < ?,
) IgO(

7Lz(I ?,axx,

where

(26)

o(6axx

0

I)={ 1

uu

?eeu

isp.d.,

O otherwise.
is
To establish(25) firstre-orderthe left handsideof (20) so thatthe Jacobianfor thattransformation
lower triangularfor easy evaluation:
a(
__x______Y_

_

'or__a

(mx,0, my, xx,'~vyyvxxS

alx ae

dy daaxxaduuda, dau
ao
dmx dmydoxxdryyavxxavyx

_

yx)

to the integralin (25) yields
Applyingthis transformation
(27)

(zImV) 12(0, aXX
V),
J97L

wherethe likelihoodis givenby (4), and

(28)

t

I2(o1axxsv)={1
0

0

0

0

(c?xx
V

2

vz6:fl2xx

--OaxxI is p.d.,

otherwise.

to showthat V mustbe positivedefinitefor the positivedefiniteconditionin (28)
It is straightforward
to be satisfied,ensuringthat the integral(27) is not cumulatinglikelihoodvaluesfor indefiniteand
nonpositivedefinite V. Proof that (27) is finite and positiverelies on the fact that for measurable
nonnegativefunctionsa finiteiteratedintegralimpliesthe multipleintegralis finiteand equalto the
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iterated integral. (See, for example, Shilov and Gurevich (1977, p. 43).) Write (27) as

(fi2(0

5L(zlm, V)(f

(29)

oxx V) duxx) do) d(m, V).

For fixed 0, m, and positive definite V, the values for a such that the positive definite condition in
(28) is satisfied are given by Lemma 1. It follows that for positive definite V the integral with respect
to axx in (29) is simply the length of the interval (6), so that (29) simplifies to
(30)

V)( f3

fL(zim,

(0

V) do) d (m, V)

where

(31)

13(VYV)Y

82?X(91
O

V is p.d.,

)2

otherwise.

The integral with respect to 0 in (30) is evaluated by first noting that if V is p.d., then

(32)

(0 V) d@
dO3
f13(O,v)d2O=f20

Substituting T = (0

-

f)/8

VY

x
-2

dO=

f i?(

0O~32 z dOf

into the right hand side of (32) and multiplying the resulting integrand by

IdO/dT I = 8 yields

f13

(,

V) dO= 8vax

The integral on the right equals
8VX, =

7T

dT.

(Beyer (1984, p. 286)). Also,

= JVYY-XVXX
jVW;X =

Vxx

-

v-vy2X=

I 1/2

Thus,
I

13 (0, V) dO
s VI1/2
I
fO3(O,V)dO~(~

(33)
(33)

V is p.d.,
otherwise,

implying that (30) equals
(34)

7J

L(ZIM,

D V)l

V1112 d(m, V),

where D = {(m, V): V is p.d.). Note that the integrand in (34) differs from the likelihood (4) only by
the exponent on I VI; the exp function in the integrand can thus be factored as in Anderson (1958,
pp. 45-46) so that (34) can be written
(35)

sfI

V-

(t1)/2exp{-

2jtr V-LS} exp{- -2(m -)T

Vl(m-z

d(m, V)

where S is as defined at (7). The mean vector m is easily integrated from (35) by noting that the
integrand factor in which it appears is proportional to a bivariate normal density with mean vector z
and covariance matrix V/n. This integration reduces (35) to
21T2n
(36)

n

f

VI

2)/2expD--tr
l

V- S

dV,

where D' = { V: V is p.d.}. For positive definite S the integrand in this expression is proportional to
an inverted Wishart density with n - 5 degrees of freedom and matrix parameter nS. (See, e.g.,
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Zellner (1971, p. 395).) This density is defined whenever the degrees of freedom equal or exceed the
Q.E.D.
dimensionality of V, so (36) is finite and positive whenever n > 7.
2: Setting f(O, axx, I) ca 1 in (5) implies f(9, axx, m, V) Ca1 in (8)
C. PROOFOF PROPOSITION
because of the unit Jacobian for (20). The conditional density f(, xx Im, V) is then constant on
A(V), and since A(V) does not depend on m it follows that f (, oxIm, V)-f(O, axxI V). The
density f(8 I V) is proportional to the length of the inequality (6), which is proportional to a Cauchy
density with location f8 and scale 8; hence f(O IV) is precisely this Cauchy density, which is given by
(11). Expression (9) reduces in this case to
(01 V)f (m, VIz) d(m, V),

f (OIz) =f

which upon integrating m further simplifies to

(37)

f (Olz) =

If(OIV)f (VIz) dV.

The discussion accompanying (36) implies that f(Vlz) is the density of an inverted Wishart
distribution with n - 5 degrees of freedom and matrix parameter nS; the kernel of this density may
be written

(38)

f(VIz) CXI Vl-(n-2)/2 exp{_n

trW1S}

Applying the transformation
(39)

V>} = 0X
V = VA
Vvtx=VxxI3,

2 + #22),

to (37) yields the equivalent integral:
(40)

f(
A A

f (lz)

where D* ={(f,8,
f(fl,8,

8)f (l,8,

vxx z) d(,8,

vxx)

vx ): f E 9, 8 > 0, vxx> 01, f (6 lf,, 8) is given by (11), and

a(/ 3,)

v:xIz)=f(VIz)abs

l

with "abs" denoting absolute value. The kernel of this last density is found by substituting (39) into
(38), and noting that I (vy, vvx)/d(f3, 8)1 =28(vxx)2 CR8(vxx)2; the result is
(41)

f (13, 8, vxx |z) a 8

XX

exp

-

)

V(

Integrating vxx from (40) gives (10). To derive (12) the definite integral given in Box and Tiao (1973,
vxx from (41), yielding

p. 144) is used to integrate
f(/?,

81z)

0Cr-n

( (SXX82 + sxxI2

n
- 2syx/

)(

-5)

Multiplyingby sx,>5 and rearrangingthen yields the kemel of (12),
(42)

f (ft 8|Z) cc 80t-7)(,82 + 82 + ('8_ j)2) -(n-5)

To find k the definite integral given in Beyer (1984, p. 286) is used to integrate 8 from (42) to obtain

(43)

2F(n-5)

)
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The factorcontaining/3can be writtenas 8-"4[i + 8-2(/3 _ 4)2f (n4)/2, whichis proportional
to a Studentdensity for /3 with n - 5 degreesof freedom.The normalizingconstantof this latter
densityis used to integrateft from(43),yieldingthereciprocalof the expressiongivenfor k. Q.E.D.
3: It sufficesto show thatfor every8 the conditionalposteriordensity
d. PROOFOFPROPOSITION
f(6 8, z) is symmetricabouta uniquemode at 4. Writethis densityas

l

(44)

f(018,z)=J__

f(61l,8)f(flj8,z)dfl,

wheref(6 I/, 8) is givenby (11) and f(f 18, z) is the conditionalfrom(12). To establishsymmetryit
=g(4 - 6). Because
must be shown that there exists a function g such that f(6Iz) = g(-)
f (1 3l, 8) satisfiesg1(O- 8) = g1(/3- 6) and f(,818, z) satisfiesg2(fi - ) = g2(4- 8), it is possible
to write (44) as
f__g1(6-03)g2(ft--)d/.

/ 3- ,Byields

Makingthe transformationT
(45)

_g1([-4]
f -oo0

dT,

-T)g2(T)

which,by the symmetryof both g1 and g2, equals
00_g1([4-6]

+T)g2(-T)dT.

The furthertransformationT*
(46)

f

g1([4

-

T

then gives

] - T*)g2(T*)

dT*.

Because (46) is of the same form as (45), except that 4 - 6 has replaced6 -4, it follows that

f(6j8, z) is symmetricabout /3.

To show that 4lis the uniquemode,differentiate(44) to obtain

d

f I8, Z)
f(

(47)

~~~~~00d

J

f
f(6I/,8)f(PI8,

z) d/.

The derivative in the integrand is of the form hl[(,/ _ 6)2](,8 6), h1> 0, and f(,/18, z) is of the
be
written
can
in
(47)
form h2[(/3 - 4)2], h2 > 0. Hence,the integral

f_ hd[(3

)(2I(-/
]

)h2 [(

Makingthe transformationu = ,/J hj)

-l

and writingthe integralas a sum gives
_4)2] du+J hlO[U2Iuh2[(u+e_4)

u2Iuh2[(u+

Makingthe transformationu* =

24)2] d/.

-

2

du.

u in the left hand termthenyields

h4[u*2]u*h4[(-u*+o-

)2I du*+ jhu[U2

Iuh(u

4)2J

du.

By inspection,if 6 = 4 then this expressionis zero.Also, from(12) it is apparentthat h2[(3 - f4)2]
is strictlydecreasingin (/3 _ f)2, implyingfor all u > 0 that if 6 < ,4 then h2[(- u + 6 - 4)2] < h2
*[(u + 6 _ f4)2] and if 6 > 4 then h2[(- u + 6 _ f4)2] > h2[(u + 6 _ 4)2]. It followsthat if 6 < 4l then
Q.E.D.
df(6 18,z)/ad > 0 and if 6 > 4l then df(6 18,z)/d6 < 0, establishingthe assertion.
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OF(18): Rewrite the kernel of (18) by expanding
ANDINFIMUM
OFTHESUPREMUM
e. DERIVATION
the squared term in the denominator and substituting the identity vyylv,, _ 82 + 2:
(48)

1 + tan2 (a)
- 2,8 tan (a) + tan2 (a)'

V,,Iv

If vv = 0 the denominator reduces to v /viy + tan2(a) and (18) will be constant if v Iv = 1, or
and infimum (supremum) at a = + w/2 ly v xx < 1
have a maximum (minimum) at a
>
(yvv/vxx 1). To find the mode and the minimum when Vyx* 0 we differentiate to obtain a first order
condition that, after some manipulation, can be written as

tan2(a) -

(

_V

tan(a) - 1 = 0.

x)

Viewed as a quadratic equation in tan(a) this has two real solutions:
(49)

?

tan ( a) =

2 v2
y

x

and evaluating the inverse tangent function at these solutions yields two stationary values of a, which
we denote a' and a- depending on whether the second term in (49) is added or subtracted.
Substituting (49) into (48) yields
1+tan2(a-)

1+tan2(a+)

-and

1+c+tan2(a-)

1-c+tan2(a+)

where c =

/(v,,

-

xx. Thus (18) is greater than 1 at a+ and less than 1 at a- That

vxx)2 + 4v

a+ maximizes and a- minimizes the density then follows from the fact that the limit of (18) at each
of the endpoints of its domain equals 1 since tan2(a) -- oo as a -+ ? X/2.

The correspondence between the extrema of (18) and the contours of f(y,, x, Im, V) is established
for vy, = 0 by noting that diagonal V implies elliptical contours with major and minor
axes paralleling the coordinate axes. If v < vX the major axis parallels the x axis, corresponding to
a = 0, and the minor axis parallels the y axis, which corresponds to a = +X/2; if vy > vxx the major
and minor axes are reversed. To establish the correspondence when vyx 0 recall that the major axis
slope equals the slope of the eigenvectors associated with the smaller eigenvalue of V-1, or
equivalently, the larger eigenvalue of V:
(V VV + vxX)

+ 2(yy-

xx)2

+ 4V;x

2
The associated eigenvectors satisfy (vyx)y + (vxx - X)x = 0 which can be rearranged as y =
Substituting for X to evaluate the slope then gives the same expression as
-[(vxx-X)/v,,x]x.
Q.E.D.
tan (a +).
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